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12 August 2021
President’s Report 2021

To the membership of CCSSA, it gives me great pleasure to present to you my report for
2020/2021 in respect of our Society’s activities.
A year ago, I wrote a piece entitled “COVID-19: The greatest global critical care challenge of our
time” in this journal. As we find ourselves in the third wave across the country, and as we reflect
on all that has happened in the intervening period, including the recent social unrest, and as we
brace ourselves for the testing upcoming period, those words still ring true. COVID-19 has
established itself as the latest event that emphasizes, exploits and exacerbates inequalities that
have a negative impact on various health and socioeconomic outcomes. The massive challenge of
COVID-19 remains in our personal, professional, social and organisational survival.
Despite the numerous COVID-19-related challenges over the preceding year, CCSSA has
continued to function and engage in a host of activities that continue placing us at the forefront
of critical care in the country and region.
COVID-19 continues impacting on the functioning of the CCSSA. Again, we had to decide to
cancel our annual national conference planned for July 2021, a decision borne out by the throes
of the third wave. Members have thus missed the premier educational and social event on our
society’s calendar for two years. I can assure you that we will have a conference in 2022, the
Gauteng branch having carried over its turn to then. The format will depend on the pandemic but
there will certainly be a conference with a possible hybrid platform meeting being considered.
Virtual platform national refresher meetings such as this continue to act as replacements for our
national conference and refresher. An excellent update symposium was hosted by the Egoli
branch on behalf of CCSSA in May 2021, and this meeting has been graciously hosted by the
Jacaranda branch on our behalf. We thank them both. For the second year in a row, we have
needed to resort to this virtual AGM, and the electronic electoral process for positions on council.
These virtual platform engagements, whilst essential and functional, are a far cry from our vibrant
face-to-face meetings of times gone by. Many members struggle with this loss of contact.
CCSSA can be proud of its collaborative effort with The African Perioperative Research Group
(APORG) to initiate and successfully complete the African COVID-19 Critical Care Outcome Study
(ACCCOS), recently published in The Lancet. The study, attempting to address the notable African
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COVID-19 data gap, demonstrated a mortality of 48.2% for patients with suspected or confirmed
COVID-19 disease that needed critical care. This landmark study also highlighted numerous other
challenges faced across the African continent.
Our strategic plan of 2019 highlighted four issues on which we would focus. These are: i) to uplift
the society’s profile as the custodians of critical care in South Africa; ii) to address the lack of human
resources; iii) to develop and organize critical care in private practice; and iv) to re-perform the
national audit of critical care resources and services. The pandemic challenges of the last year have
limited our ability to progress with these objectives. Our profile has continued to improve. The
human resource and private practice issues remain complex and difficult to address. I am happy
to announce that we will embark on planning for the national re-audit later this year, with funding
having been secured. All four points from the strategic plan remain key areas for our Society and
will require concerted effort over a prolonged period.
Council has remained active in developing guidelines for the Society. The excellent guidelines for
determination of death, under the leadership of Dr David Thompson were published in March
2021. Draft guidelines for the provision of critical care services have also been developed under
the leadership of Dr Kim de Vasconcellos. These were recently placed on our website for comment,
with a rather poor member response. Members are encouraged to comment as this document is
likely to have far reaching implications for all stakeholders. We have also developed a proposal for
the establishment of a Diploma in Critical Care (Dip. Crit. Care). This is submission-ready and will
now be put through the process. We also thank Dr Kim de Vasconcellos for driving this. We have
also made a written submission to the national Health Portfolio Committee with respect to NHI.
Additionally, we have developed a draft Diversity statement, in keeping with an WFICC initiative.
This will be placed on the website for member comment before finalisation.
The importance of effective communication among our membership, especially during this
pandemic, has been greatly emphasized. In this regard, our electronic communication platforms
have improved remarkably. At the AGM last year we launched our CCSSA app, thanks to a
generous sponsorship from Dr Reddy’s Laboratories. E-mail notifications, twitter (@crit_sa), our
newsletter and our renewed website have also improved our communication. Our guidelines and
other resources have been placed on our website and app. We have also been able to conduct
our elections via the app. Members are encouraged to become active in these communication
channels. Numerous COVID-19-related press releases have also gone out in the last year, the last
being a call for vaccination.
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Council is continuing its process of revising our bylaws. Thus far the following have been
addressed: Nursing forum, Branch finances, Awards, Grants and sponsorships and Financial
management. Note that bylaws come to the AGM for noting and form part of the meeting pack.
We welcome member inputs into these bylaws via email to our secretariat.
Our constitution ensures regular changes at council, some of which will take place now. Electronic
elections for a national Allied representative and President-elect have been held. It is reassuring
that members have stepped up to make themselves available for election to these portfolios.
Further members are encouraged to do the same in future elections. Additionally, representatives
for 2 of the 6 branches change each year, being elected by members of the respective branches.
This year the Kwa-Zulu Natal and Western Cape branches elected representatives. Members are
reminded to please raise issues of concern with your branch representatives so that they can raise
these at council level. The election results will be announced shortly as part of the AGM. One
person stepping off council needs special mention. Prof Ivan Joubert will now step off council as
his period as immediate past President comes to an end. Prof Joubert has been instrumental as
CCSSA leader having served as president from 2015-2018 and in his various roles on council over
the last two decades. Thank you, Ivan for all that you have done, and we look forward to keeping
you engaged with society activities.
Despite missing out on our annual national conferences for the last two years, and with these being
our main income source, our Society remains financially sound. Our treasurer, Dr Brian Levy will
present his report shortly. Many changes have been instituted and processes streamlined. Branch
bank accounts have been consolidated into Investec Accounts to make management easier. Tax
clearance has been obtained and we are in the final steps of obtaining tax exemption, a process
that has been extremely arduous. Dr Levy’s efforts in managing this difficult portfolio must be
acknowledged.
Our education and Research committee chaired by Ivan Joubert, has continued making grants to
support members’ research projects. A grant of R20 000 has been awarded to Eleonor Lozano for
her research on non-invasive techniques for improving oxygenation in infants and children with
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome. The committee also made a grant of R355 000 towards the
African Critical Care Covid-19 Outcomes Study (ACCCOS), the landmark study mentioned earlier.
Fresenius-Kabi have graciously increased their annual grant to R200 000 to support our initiatives.
We must acknowledge Veronique O’Donoghue and the team from Fresenius-Kabi.
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Members are reminded that the World Federation of Paediatric Intensive Care Congress is
planned in 2022 in Cape Town. Watch this space as we look forward to your participation.
Our Nursing Forum group faced numerous challenges in convening its training programmes.
Many Basic for nurses courses needed to be rescheduled, with only one being run in Free State in
February 2021. The Forum still relies on the efforts of a small group of individuals. We acknowledge
these leaders and encourage other nurse members to get involved with the forum. In my recent
editorial, I indicated that the shortage of nurses as the main limit on ICU expansion during the
COVID-19 pandemic emphasized the crucial role of these vital angels of care as the backbone of
all ICUs. It is vital that we appreciate, honour, and treasure our nurses. Council has again agreed
to continue funding the Basic for nurses courses. It is hoped that these and the Basic for doctors
courses will pick up again in the near future. Additionally, we are currently engaging with WHOAfrica to assist with running these Basic courses for colleagues across other African countries in
the hope of enhancing the pandemic response.
Our journal SAJCC continues to grow from strength to strength under the editorship of Prof
Brenda Morrow. The number of submissions has increased. The application for PubMed
accreditation is still being processed. We have moved to electronic publications and have
increased to three issues per year. Special electronic editions for the guidelines will continue being
issued.
Two portfolios have remained particularly challenging for council. Ms Lizl Veldsman has faced
many challenges in co-ordinating the allied health care professional portfolio, given the diverse
disciplines involved. The private practice group has also faced numerous challenges accentuated
by the pandemic. Members are encouraged to get involved with these groups as increased
numbers will increase our ability to negotiate with stakeholders. The private practice group has
issued an ICU consent form that is available on our website and App.
Our members outstanding achievements need to be celebrated. Please share notices of such
achievements with our secretariat for inclusion in our newsletter and other media. Two particular
accolades need to be highlighted: Prof Brenda Morrow on being elected as the president-elect of
WFPICCS; and Prof Rudo Mathivha on being awarded the prestigious Forbes Women Africa
Academic Excellence Award Winner. Well done to both of you.
Collaborations with other societies and role players are vital for our Society. Our relationship with
SASPEN will continue through future joint conference offerings. We remain engaged with the
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World Federation of Intensive and Critical Care. I have been nominated for the election to their
council, the results of which are awaited. We also remain engaged with the World Federation of
Pediatric Intensive and Critical Care via Prof Brenda Morrow who serves as president-elect; as we
do with the World Federation of Critical Care Nurses, on which Prof Isabel Coetzee serves as a
member. Our key relationships with the various trade companies remains strong, and we thank
them for their on-going support.
We need to reflect on our losses, remembering and honouring the many friends, colleagues,
acquaintances and loved ones who are no more. Many have fallen and I would like to particularly
note the passing of Dr Justus Killian who served on council some twenty years ago. We also need
to salute the many healthcare personnel who continue to dedicate themselves to serving on the
frontlines. We need to remain steadfast but patient in our approach to restoring the rhythms of
our lives. We need to diligently apply the fundamentals of our public health response that have
not changed. And above all, we need to remember that this is also a time for hope …
I would like to thank my EXCO team (Paruk, Joubert, Levy) that has been involved in leading the
society. To all council members, and Alison Shaw as our secretariat – your tireless efforts over these
difficult times are greatly appreciated. Our branch committees also need to be recognized for
their efforts at a local level. On behalf of our Society, thank you to all.
It has been a pleasure and honour leading our Society over this difficult term. I will continue serving
you in my new role as IPP.
Best wishes

Prof PD Gopalan
President: Critical Care Society of Southern Africa
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